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PROJECT
OVERVIEW

From April to November 2021,
ArtULTRA and The Hari partnered to
offer two emerging artists the
opportunity to take part in a residency
programme at The Hari, a five-star
hotel situated near Knightsbridge in
London.

With art firmly embedded in its DNA,
The Hari has long hosted an impressive
collection of contemporary works on a
rolling programme. To kickstart activity
after the lockdown, and to
demonstrate its support to emerging
artists, The Hari was delighted to offer
two artists the opportunity to work and
exhibit at the hotel.

The one-month resiidency took place
from 26 April to 21 May 2021, just as
London was emerging from lockdown,
creating a spectacular platform to
bounce back from a period of closure.

From 24 June to 5 November 2021,
both artists exhibited their work in The
Hari bar, as well as in the large window
at the front of the hotel. The exhibition
showcased artworks created by the
artists during their residency.

In October, The Hari hosted a
networking event for the two artists.

Joyce Bryant - Luxury of Visibility by Emmanuel
Unaji and Looking for Love by Matilde Merli

Asap Rocky, Rakim Mayers and Lancey Foux
Wears a Cold Wall by Emmanuel Unaji



RESIDENCY
PARTNERSHIP
ARTULTRA

Role

• Recruitment and selection of artists
• Organisation of the residency,

exhibition, networking event, PR
and marketing

• Facilitation and liaison between the
artists and Residency Partner

• Ensuring the objectives of the
Residency Partner and artists are
met

• Mentoring artists through the
Residency and exhibition period

Impact

ArtULTRA delivered a high quality
programme to support two emerging
artists, which provided them with
studio space to work, networking
opportunities and visibility. It also led
to sales for artists, engaging displays
and PR for the Residency Partner.

Learnings

For a residency to be successful, both
artists and Partner must be closely
accompanied and supported, to
ensure the programme meets all their
expectations and goals.

RESIDENCY PARTNER

Role

• Provision of the residency and
exhibition spaces

• Taking part in the selection of the
artists

• Hosting a networking event
• Supporting the Programme’s PR

and Marketing

Impact

The Residency Partner received PR
including coverage in online media
and broadsheets, promoted art
created by talented artists and
srenghtened their creative credentials.

Learnings

Good communication is essential in
terms of achieving the Partner’s
objectives, the coordination role with
artists is essential to take the most of
the opportunity.



RESIDENCY
PARTNERSHIP
ARTISTS

Role

• Creation of new work through the
residency in a dedicated studio
space

• Assembling a body of work to be
exhibited in the Residency Partner’s
venue

• Taking part in meeting with press
and collectors

• Attending the neworking event and
sharing Their experience through
their social media

Impact

Artists benefited from the time and
space to explore their practice, gained
visibility, expanded their network,
received audience feedback on their
work, and shared their experience with
their community.

Learnings

Through the residency, the artists
gained an understanding of
commercial imperatives, and how to
work successfully with a corporate
Partner. Artists were mentored by
ArtULTRA on topics such as how to
develop their practice, how to price
and sell work, and how to engage with
press, collectors and galleries.

Matilde and Emmanuel exhibition in the Hari
bar



ARTIST
BIOS

EMMANUEL UNAJI

Emmanuel Unaji studied fashion design and

gained a BA (Hons) in Fine Art at Kingston

University in London where he currently lives.

Emmanuel founded his design company

Unaji&Co in 2017, fusing his artistic talent and

commercial flair. A multidisciplinary artist

inspired by the fashion industry and its icons,

he uses fragments of magazine photographs,

adding painted, drawn or sculpted elements.

During the residency, Emmanuel studied the

contradictory essence of images and reality,

interrogating whether what we see is a

reflection of what the subject experiences. By

combining illustration, drawing and painting,

his work mechanically deconstructs selected

images to reverse-engineer the unconscious

bias applied to protagonists within painting

and photography.

MATILDE MERLI

Matilde Merli grew up in Northern Italy and

has been living in London for the last five

years. As she studies Illustration and Visual

Communication at the University of

Westminster, Matilde is developing her artistic

practice. Rooted in her life experiences and

emotions, her work taps into anger,

disappointment, suffering, but also joy, hope,

and curiosity.

Materiality is very important in Matilde’s work,

combining traditional and discarded materials

in her installations and artworks. Matilde used

the residency to work out her emotions

accumulated over the past few months, using

this period as one of ‘catharsis on canvas’,

continuing her experimentation with materials,

mixing acrylics with found or recycled elements

like ash, glue or waste.



THEY
SAID
Collaborating with Alice Black of ArtULTRA

was a great experience. Together we shaped a

unique programme which saw two artists

spend five weeks in residence at the hotel, in

two bedrooms transformed into studios. Alice

understood our brief and made the

collaboration with the artists seamless. Her

professionalism and positive approach

ensured that we all enjoyed and benefited from

this unique programme. The hotel guests and

staff enjoyed the work created and we were

proud to feature such amazing artists.

Andrew Coney, The HarI

The ArtULTRA residency and exhibition at The

Hari involved me very positively and allowed

me think about my future artistic career and

how I want to work as a freelancer. It was an

amazing opportunity to gain visibility both

during the 6 months that mywork was on

display at The Hari and on social media.

ArtULTRA and the residency helped me in a

huge way because it made me participate

actively in my life again, it helped me

significantly in terms of mental health.

Matilde Merli, resident artist

Being selected to take part in the ArtULTRA

residency at The Hari has been a highlight of

2021 for me. It gave me the opportunity to

focus on my artistic practice for 5 intense

weeks and create a new body of work,

exploring the complex relationship of the self

and celebrity. Being exhibited at The Hari, and

the support that ArtULTRA provided, opened

up new conversations with galleries and

potential buyers alike. I had a number of

profiles published in the press and the

residency gave me a springboard for visibility

that is so important to artists. Many more

opportunities, including publications and

exhibitions, arose from this opportunity and I

feel like it has been a real boost for my career.

Emmanuel Unaji, resident artist

Yellow Dress, 1955 Glamour Mag
by Emmanuel Unaji



SELECTED
PRESS &
NETWORKING
EVENTS

On 13 October, The Hari hosted a networking

event for 30 guests including press, the Mayor of

London Culture Team, London art fairs,

representatives after fairs, to celebrate the

residency of Emmanuel Unaji and Matilde Merli.

Forbes - 15 October 2021

Further links:
• Société Magazine

• Designerati

• Meeting of Minds UK

The Daily Telegraph 29 May 2021

40K
views

3.7K
views



Enabling emerging artists to thrive,
to create a more diverse and vibrant art world.


